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1.Introduction
This corpus-based phraseological article assesses with the actual 

behaviours of seemingly semantically similar phraseological units (PUs) 
used in formal English from the viewpoint of lexical priming proposed 
by Hoey (2005).

Hartmann and James (2001: 109) simply define phraseology as ‘the 
study of phrases, idioms and word-combination expressions5. The def
inition is helpful to create a rough understanding of what phraseology 
is but does not create a precise understanding of what the phrases, idi
oms and multiword expressions are because ‘in phraseology, as in 
other fields within linguistics, it is not uncommon for individual schol
ars to apply different terms to the same category (or the same term to 
different categories)’，as Cowie (1998) mentioned. Additionally, Wid_ 
dowson (1989: 135) asserted that from a standpoint of second language 
acquisition . communicative competence is not a matter of knowing 
rules for the composition of sentences .... It is much more a matter 
of knowing a stock of partially pre-assembled patterns, formulaic 
frameworks and a kit of rules, so to speak, and being able to apply the 
rules to make whatever adjustments are necessary according to contex
tual demands. Communicative competence in this view is essentially a 
matter of adaptation, and rules are not generative but regulative and 
subservient.’

Based on the two quotes, we understand that the terms and defini
tions used in phraseological research vary by study and that phrases 
located intermediately between words and sentences constitute the
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bedrock of languages, especially for second language acquisition. In 
addition, we must be careful because of a tendency that treats any 
word-combinations comprising at least two words as PUs. Hence, we 
must precisely define phraseology and what phrases are included in 
phraseology. The study defines them in Section 2. Moreover, we must 
establish clear-cut criteria to assess if word-combinations incidentally 
used are PUs. According to our review of the literature, no phraseo
logical research has discussed the criteria; however, Inoue (2018b) 
introduces them, which will be shown in detail in Section 2.

This study aims to solve the aforementioned problems of phraseol- 
ogy by focusing on concrete examples, namely, in accordance to and 
according with in (1), which are established by blending in accordance 
with and according to (italicised by the author as in the following.).

(1)a. All animals were cared for in accordance to the Guide for the 
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals as published by the 
National Institutes of Health. (COCA, 2015, ACAD) 

b. They^e expected to know how to act according with the eth
ics of the environment. (COCA, 2014, ACAD)

Research has fully discussed in accordance with and according to, 
although no persuasive research on the word-combinations in (1)has 
been carried out. This study begins with a minute examination of the 
actual manners of according to and in accordance with through data 
obtained from a corpora of contemporary English based on the theory 
of lexical priming. Further, the study presents the usages of word- 
combinations in (1)by investigating their subsequent elements 
through the same corpora and verify the criteria discussed in Inoue 
(2018b) applied to the word-combinations in (1). Next, this study 
assesses the difference between the group prepositions in (1)and the 
two existing group prepositions (i.e. in accordance with and according 
to). The main limitation of the study is the small number of examples 
of the word-combinations in (1)obtained from corpora; however, a 
critical step in descriptive research is to emphasise an actual example
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in well-written texts regardless of its low frequency. Thus, the word- 
combinations in (1)are not typographical errors because they appear 
in well-written written texts, namely, mainly in academic English, 
which writers repeatedly polish.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 1 overviews the study. 
Section 2 presents the phraseology and its debatable points; addition
ally, the solutions to them, namely, the process and criteria to become 
PUs that Inoue (2018b) discusses, are introduced. Section 3 sum
marises the research on group prepositions, according to and in accor
dance with. Section 4 introduces the corpora used. Section 5 explains 
the research methods. Section 6 summarises the use of group preposi
tions explained in Section 3. Section 7 quantitatively and qualitatively 
reveals the actual behaviours of the word-combinations in (1)based on 
the methods and the data obtained from corpora. Section 8 discusses 
the implication of the study. Section 9 concludes this study.

2. English Phraseology—its problems and definitions
The section starts to define English phraseology, describes some 

problems in the definition that should be settled, and introduces pro
cesses and criteria of how a word-combination becomes an established 
PU.

English phraseology has been vaguely defined; thus, the study 
defines it as the study of repeatedly used phrases comprising at least 
two words. The definition also includes word-combinations such as 
idioms, collocations, phrasal verbs, proverbs (=sayings), formulae, dis
course particles and fixed phrases. The umbrella term for such word- 
combinations is PUs. Next, this study defines each word-combination 
based on the following standards: frequency, polysemy, semantic 
transparency and the commonly used definitions of each combination.

Idioms such as keep one}s head are not frequently used. Their mean
ings are not the sum of each component; thus, idioms are not polyse- 
mous word-combinations.

Collocations (e.g. set up/launch a company) range from high frequency 
to low one. In both cases, they are not polysemous and are semanti
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cally easily predictable from each component. For example, set up a 
company is more often used than launch a company.

Phrasal verbs are word-combinations comprising either a verb and 
an adverb or a verb, an adverb (optional) and a preposition. Phrasal 
verbs are frequently used but are not polysemous word-combinations. 
Semantically, phrasal verbs are not always composed by the sum of 
each component. For example, look aroundy look up to and put off are 
phrasal verbs.

Formulae, for example, now youWe talking, Thank GodjGoddess, it’s 
Friday, and I wasnH born yesterdayappear in a conversation and do 
not have polysemy. Their frequencies differ by formula. Additionally, 
some formulae are semantically easy to understand, but others are not.

Proverbs (^sayings) such as Don}t teach your grandmother to suck 
eggs are not the sum of each component from a semantic perspective. 
Proverbs are used in a limited context; thus, they are neither fre
quently used nor polysemous word-combinations.

Discourse particles have a high frequency when used in a conversa
tion and have polysemy. For example, discourse particles such as you 
know, I mean and let's see have both a literal meaning and a pragmatic 
meaning in accordance with a context in which they are used. Dis
course particles, such as after all and and stuff like thaty are semanti
cally difficult to understand because they are not the sum of each 
component and are not polysemous word-combinations.

Last, Inoue (2007) discusses fixed phrases, which have high fre
quency and polysemy, such as you know whaty here we go (again) and 
le^s say. Some fixed phrases such as until before and until by discussed 
in Inoue (2019) are monosemous (i.e. antonym of polysemous). A 
common aspect of monosemous and polysemous fixed phrases is that 
they have been overlooked in the literature because they are formed 
beyond the explanations of existing theories and English grammatical 
rules.

The aforementioned PUs can be classified into the following two 
categories, as presented in (2): PUs that can be explained and are 
within the existing theories and English grammatical rules (i.e. the
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former six word-combinations are in this under the category), and 
PUs beyond the explanations of existing theories and English gram
matical rules and referred to as irregularities, of which only fixed 
phrases are deemed.

(2) a. word-combinations not beyond the explanations of the exist
ing theories and English grammatical rules (i.e. idioms, collo
cations, phrasal verbs, formulae, proverbs and discourse par- 
ticles)

b. word-combinations beyond the explanations of the existing 
theories and English grammatical rules (i.e. fixed phrases)

Next, this study explains the two problems of English phraseology.
The first problem is closely related to the absence of a clear defini

tion of English phraseology. That is, no systematic frameworks are 
applicable to phraseological research to explain how a word-combina
tion becomes an independent PU.

The second problem is that research on PUs, which are regarded as 
irregularities, has not been actively conducted. Namely, the research 
on idioms and fixed phrases could be improved. The reasons for the 
second problem are as follows: (i) researchers have claimed that idioms 
remain unchanged; thus, studies on idioms have not been fully dis
cussed. We look up an idiom in a dictionary and observe unaltering 
explanations and descriptions. However, we observe that finding the 
variants of an idiom is not difficult. Inoue (2018a) discusses three vari- 
ants, take care for, take care about and care of, which are derived from 
a well-known idiom, take care of: (ii) for fixed phrases, no clear and 
precise judgemental standards are available to decide what word-com
binations belong to fixed phrases such as you know what, discussed in 
Inoue (2007), and until to and up until to (See Inoue (2011) in detail). 
Consequently, limited research on fixed phrases has been undertaken; 
thus, insufficient explanations are found in dictionaries.

To improve the current situation, Inoue (2018b: 257f.) provides a 
systematic framework by adopting a bottom-up approach, which
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explains the inner features of how a word-combination becomes a PU 
such as formation, process, criteria and stress pattern rules. Examples 
are shown in (3), (4), (5) and (5) (original in Japanese).

How PUs are formed, shown in (3).

(3) PUs morphological method (adopting word-formation 
rules1)) ... type A
morphological and semantic method (general lin
guistic method) . . . type B
semantic method ... type C (Inoue 2018b: 25フ）

Notably, type B is an intermediary for type A and type C. From this 
discussion including (3), we can see that PUs are formed not as linear 
constructions but as steric constructions. From the outcomes in (3), (4) 
summarises the process as to how a word-combination becomes a PU.

(4) (i) two existing words are put together by adopting either (i) a
morphological method, (id a morphological and semantic 
method, or (in; a semantic method, which then become a 
repeatedly used unit 

1
(ii) a PU has its own meaning and function through repeated 

use
1 一 with the assistance from the lexicalisation of 

phrases
the PL) is established as an independent lexical item (ibid.)

As (4) describes, first, the PUs are formed through the combination of 
two existing words, same as the Kenning used in Old English which 
shaped a word-combination using a specific method. Second, the PUs 
develop individual features through frequent use. With the assistance 
of phrasal lexicalisation, one of the word-formation rules, a PU 
becomes an independent unit. These processes hold true for all PUs, 
continuous or discontinuous.
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Criteria to determine whether a word-combination is a PU are 
defined in (5).

(5) a. frequency
b. dispersion
c. fixedness (i.e. no variables)
d. consistency of existing words (Inoue 2018b:258)

Frequency and dispersion (5a, b) are the norms indicating that PUs 
do not occur by accident. Fixedness (5c) is the necessary condition 
that indicates that the fixed forms of PUs have widespread use in any 
context or situation; thus, PUs are polysemic and multifunctional. In (5d), 
newly observed PUs are formed through a combination of existing 
words. If such combinations are not frequently and widely used, they 
are not PUs.

(6) shows the stress patterns of PUs.

(6) a. predicting the stress patterns of phrases simply by means of 
whether a word is a function word or a content word is 
impossible.

b. the stress is placed on the word by which a speaker would 
like to convey the most important meaning of phrases.

c. set phrases have stable stress patterns just as words do.
d. a set phrase does not necessarily consist of one tone group 

and each word consisting of set phrases has each tone group. 
(Inoue 2018b: 5)

3. Literature review
This section starts to explain the types of prepositions. Next, the 

section summarises the descriptions of according to and in accordance 
with. In addition, the section refers to compliance and conformance, 
which are semantically similar to according and accordance.

Researchers have demonstrated that in accordance to and according
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with are not acceptable. However, for in accordance toy only an exam
ple of in accordance to is found in OED2y shown in (7a). (7b,c) are the 
examples of accorゴ^r observed in 0_E_D2.

(7) a. 1865 Pusey Truth & Off. Eng. Ch. 212 This was in accor
dance to Du Pin^s previous conviction.

b. denominational; holding or according with a certain system of 
dogmas or beliefs.

c. in Communist China, according with or adhering to Maoist 
doctrine (now chiefly hist.).

3.1. Uroup prepositions
Prepositions can be classified into the three types: (i) polysemous 

single prepositions such as at, in and 〇/; (ii) polysemous complex 
prepositions comprising two prepositions such as into^ ontoy within and 
until and (mj monosemous group prepositions formed by a preposition 
and a word such as according to, apart from, in accordance with, with 
regard to, due to, because of, result of, in agreement with, and in case of.

Group prepositions are further classified into the following three 
types, (a) [a preposition 1 + a noun + a preposition 2] (e.g. by means 
of, in addition to)y (b) [a adjective/adverb/conjunction + a preposition] (e.g. 
ahead ofy because of) and (c) others (e.g. as far as, as fori thanks to). 
Quirk et al.(1985: 671) explain a group preposition as follows (Notably, 
a group preposition is referred to as a complex preposition in Quirk et 
al [1985]):

'In the strict definition, a complex preposition is a sequence that is 
indivisible both in terms of syntax and in terms of meaning, 
Rather, there is a scale of ‘cohesiveness’ running from a sequence 
which behaves in every way like a simple preposition, to one which 
behaves in every way like a set of grammatically separate units 
(Quirk et al. 1985: 671)

Quirk et al. (1985: 671) show the following nine criteria to judge 
whether a word-combination formed by [a preposition 1 + a noun + a 
preposition 2] is a group preposition.
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(8) a. Prep 2 can be varied: on the shelf at (but not: *zVz spite for)
b. The noun can be varied between singular and plural: on the 

shelves by (the door) (but not: *m spites of)
c. The noun can be varied based on determiners: on a/the shelf 

by; on shelves by (the door) (but not: * in a/the spite of)
d. Prep 1 can be varied: under the shelf by (the door) (but not: 

ネfor spite of)
e. Prep + complement can be replaced by a possessiveness pro- 

nown.. on the surf ace of the table 〜on its surf ace {h\it in spite of 
the result in its spite)

f. Prep 2 + complement can be omitted: on the shelf (but not:
spite)

g. Prep 2 + complement can be replaced by a demonstrative: on
that shelf (but not: that spite)

h. The noun can be placed by nouns of related meaning: on the
ledge by (the door) (but not: malice of)

i. The noun can be freely modified by adjectives: on the low
shelf by (the door) (but not: evident spite of)

3.2. According to and in accordance with
A vast amount of literature has investigated according to and in 

accordance with and has shown that both group prepositions behave 
the same. (9) summarises the features of according to and (10) of in 
accordance with in the literature.

(9) a. According to is used to mean (i) cas reported’ and (ii) ‘in
agreement with’（same as ‘in line with’，‘in harmony with’ or 
‘depending on，).

b. In the case of (i), the most frequent use of according to is 
when a reference is made to external evidence to support a 
statement or an opinion, and according to is frequently used 
to refer to, for example, statistics, official reports, surveys, 
opinion polls, studies, research, especially in more formal 
contexts (e.g. According to the police, ms attackers beat him
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with a blunt instrument. \LDCE6^). Additionally, according to 
refers to evidence from someone or somewhere else; as such, 
it usually has a third person referent. According to cannot be 
used to refer to an individual’s own views or statements such 
as ^According to youjme^jmy opinion^ this is quite unexpected. 

c. In the case of (ii), according to is not most typically used in 
front position (e.g. If everything goes according to plan, they 
should finish by Thursday. [MED2]).

(10) a. In accordance with is used in formal, written contexts to 
mean obedience to*, or 'strictly following (rules and reg
ulations)5 (e.g. Entries which are not in accordance with the 
rules will be disqualified. [COB8]).

b. Uncommonly, according to is used the same as in accordance 
with.

Table 1 summarises the aforementioned features of according to and in 
accordance with.

Table 1 Features of according to and in accordance with

subsequent elements meaning other features

according to

information sources 
(a person, book, news, 
research)

as reported subsequent elements 
do not have to be
obeyed

laws, rules in agreement with subsequent elements 
must be obeyed

in accordance with
laws, rules，systems strictly following subsequent elements 

must be obeyed

In Table 1,it is safe to mention that in accordance with is not semanti
cally the same as according toy but this has not been entirely clear in 
the literature because little attention has been paid to a difference 
between the subsequent elements of according to and those of in accor
dance with.
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3.3. Compliance and conformance
A thesaurus dictionary shows that according and accordance are 

semantically the same as compliance and conformance. The two words 
are described in the dictionaries shown in (11) and (12). (11) is the 
explanations of in compliance with and (12) of in conformance to/with; 
however, very little has been written on them.

(11) a. the practice of obeying a law, rule, or request: + with strat
egies to force compliance with air quality standards ♦ in com
pliance with All building work must be carried out in compli- 
ance with safety regulations. {MED2)

b. formal when someone obeys a rule, agreement, or demand —► 
comply: in compliance with sth He changed his name to 
Lee in 1815 in compliance with his uncle’s will. (LDCE6)

c. 〜（with sth) the practice of obeying rules or requests made 
by people in authority: procedures that must be followed to 
ensure full compliance with the law C> Safety measures were 
carried out in compliance with paragraph 6 of the building reg
ulations. (OALD9)

d. Compliance with something, for example, a law, treaty or 
agreement, means doing what you are required or expected 
to do. [FORMAL] □ [+ with] The company is in full compli
ance with labour laws. (C058)

(12) in conformance to/with
a. behaviour found to be not in conformance with all company 

policies regarding sexual harassment
b. a woman with no interest in conformance to the dictates of 

fashion (merriam-webster.com)

It is easily predicted based on (11) that compliance is used as the syn
tactic pattern \in compliance with + rules, laws, demands, words show
ing approval]. As (12) shows, conformance is used as the syntactic pat- 
tern \in conformance tojwith + rules, ordersl.
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4. Data
Because of the internet, a wide range of data is open source. This 

study uses the data from the Corpus of Contemporary American Eng
lish (COCA), British National Corpus (BNC), and WordBanksOw/me 
(WB) from a synchronic perspective and from the Corpus of Histori
cal American English (COHA) from a diachronic perspective. I 
accessed COCA on 22 and 29 Mar., and 4, 6 and 13 Apr., 2019. In 
Section 7, data obtained from COCA and COHA show the register, 
namely, where each example is used. The acronym ACAD stands for 
academic, FIC for fiction, MAG for magazine, SP for spoken, WR for 
written and NW for news. I accessed COHA on 29 and 30 Mar., 
2019.

5. Research methods adopted in the study
This descriptive research is grounded on the theory of lexical priming 

proposed by Hoey (2005), which will be explained in Section 5.1. 
Based on the method, the study aims to reveal the actual behaviours of 
in accordance to and according with from diachronic and synchronic 
perspectives by using the corpora. Additionally, this study examines 
whether (3), (4), (5) and (6) in Section 2 applied to in accordance to 
and according with to enrich English phraseology. Concretely, the 
study asks native speakers of English to read the English passages 
including in accordance to and according with obtained the data col
lected from the corpora in Section 4 and analyses the stress patterns of 
in accordance to and according with using open-source software called 
praat. Next, I show that the stress pattern^ rules of PUs apply to in 
accordance to and according with.

5.1. Lexical priming
Michael Hoey explains lexical priming in MED2. There is a way of 

looking at language that explains the existence of combinations such as 
worked hard, hard to believe，hard currencyy etc. and accounts for 
native-speaker fluency. This view of language assumes that language 
users store the words they know in the context in which they were
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heard or read. According to this view, every time speakers encounter a 
word or phrase, they store it along with all the words that accompa
nied it and with a note of the type of context it was found in spoken/ 
written, colloquial/formal, friendly/hostile, and so on. Bit by bit, they 
begin to build up a collection of examples of the word or phrase in its 
contexts, and subconsciously start to notice that these contexts have 
some pattern to them.

This process of subconsciously noticing is referred to as lexical 
priming. This study clarifies the mental note of in accordance to and 
according with^ that is, the feature that a native speaker subconsciously 
uses, based on (13).

(13) a. the words in accordance to and according with occur with
b. the syntactic patterns in accordance to and according with 

occur in
c. the meanings with which in accordance to and according with 

are associated
d. whether in accordance to and according with are used to be 

polite or rude
e. what type of style in accordance to and according with tend to 

be used
f. whether in accordance to and according with occur more often 

in speech or writing

6. Uses of according to and [in + accordance or compliance or 
conformance + with]

Unlike the explanations of the literature on according to and in 
accordance with, the explanations provided in Section 3.2 reveal that 
according to and in accordance with are not same group prepositions. 
The section demonstrates the uses of according to and [in + accordance 
or or cow/ormfl/zce + wび/2」based on the data obtained from
corpora, which was introduced in Section 4.

The corpora show that according to is used 161,779 times, in accor
dance with 643 times, in compliance with 698 times and in conformance
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with 33 times. I randomly used 100 examples of according to, in accor
dance with and in compliance with and all 33 examples of in confor
mance with. The outcome is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Uses of according to and [in + accordance or compliance or conformance + with]

subsequent elements meaning other features

according to information sources 
(a person, book, news, 
research)

as reported subsequent elements 
do not have to be 
obeyed

according to,
\in + accordance or 
compliance or 
conformance + with]

laws, rules, systems in agreement with, 
strictly following

subsequent elements 
must be obeyed

\in + accordance or 
compliance + with]

a person’s will, 
a person’s sprit

as reported subsequent elements 
do not have to be
obeyed

In Table 2, according to follows two types of subsequent elements 
because of its higher frequency compared with other group preposi
tions, and only according to co-occurs with a person. Other group 
prepositions follow either elements that should be obeyed such as 
laws, rules and standards, or elements showing a person’s will or a 
person^ spirit. In summary, according to and \in + accordance or com
pliance or conformance + with\ do not always behave as same group 
prepositions.

7. Actual manners of in accordance to and according with
This section reveals the actual manners of in accordance to and 

according with by adopting the research methods and using data 
obtained from the corpora.

7.1. In accordance to—its quantitative and qualitative results
In accordance to is observed 47 times in COCA (42 examples in spo

ken, five examples in written), once in BNC and five times in WB. I 
retrieve in accordance to in COHA to historically investigate how many



times it had been used in each decade from the 1820s to 1980s. Table 
3 shows the outcome. Notably, the periods in which in accordance to 
does not appear in COHA are not included in Table 3.
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Table 3 Frequency of in accordance to in each decade observed in COHA

period number of examples period number of examples

1820s 2 1900s 2

1830s 1 1920s 1

1840s 2 1930s 1

1850s 1 1970s 1

1860s 1 1980s 2

1880s 2

In Table 3, in accordance to is clearly not frequently used until the 
1990s.

(14) shows the examples of in accordance to observed in COHA, (15) 
shows the examples of in accordance to in contemporary English.

(14) a. therefore, the result will be in accordance to the first manage
ment. (COHA, 1839, NF)

b. The unbeliever has been made to taste, hear, see, smell and 
feel in accordance to the will of another person. (COHA, 
1849, FIC)

c. The banker receives in interest in accordance to what the 
borrower makes on the loan. (COHA, 1932, NEWS)

d. . . . the only job of judges is to ensure that trials are held in 
accordance to law. (COHA, 1981, NEWS)

(15) a. Eubank has no special game plan tonight and says: I’ll play
it by ear and in accordance to Thornton^ fighting spirit..........
(BNC, 1992, WR)

b. A senior Interior Ministry official told the BBC that the 
government had acted at all times strictly in accordance to its
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law. (WB, 1990, SP)
c. COREN: Yes, that’s right. Air Asia confirming today that 

they will pay each family 100,000 U.S. dollars. This is in 
accordance to Indonesian regulations. (COCA, 2015, SP)

d. In accordance to Carver and Scheier5s (1988) framework,.... 
(COCA, 2008, ACAD)

The examples in (la), (14) and (15) help us observe that the subse
quent elements (i.e. a noun (phrase)) following in accordance to could 
be classified into the three types (Table 4); thus, in accordance to is a 
polysemous group preposition.

Table 4 Features of in accordance to

in accordance to subsequent elements meaning compliance 
degree of 
subsequent
elements

contexts

Type (i) laws, rules, systems 
that should be 
obeyed

in agreement with, 
strictly following

high political,
financial,
legal

Type (ii) information sources 
(e.g. a book, news, 
research)

as reported middle academic,
news

Type (iii) a person’s will or 
spirit

as reported low any
contexts

In addition to the subsequent elements and meanings of in accor
dance toy Table 4 shows the compliance degree of subsequent elements 
according to each type and contexts in which each type is used. Table 
4 shows the following: (a) the meanings of in accordance to differ in 
line with its subsequent element; (b) subsequent elements are classi
fied as high, middle or low based on their compliance degrees and (c) 
contexts in which in accordance to is used are selected depending on its 
meaning. In other words, the subsequent elements, meanings, compli
ance degree of subsequent elements, and contexts are closely related in
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each type.
Type (i) is established by combining the two syntactic patterns 

^according to + laws, rules] and \in accordance with + laws, rules, sys
tems]. More important, unlike according to ("1 able 2), in accordance to 
of Type (ii) does not co-occur with people as its subsequent element. 
The reason for this phenomenon is as follows: the original syntactic 
pattern *[m accordance with + a person] influences Type (ii). Type (iii) 
is established because of the original syntactic pattern \in accordance 
with + a person^ will or spirit].

Consequently, based on Tables 1,2 and 4, I posit that the syntactic 
patterns of two group prepositions, according to and in accordance with, 
blend into in accordance to. Then, in accordance to has both meanings, 
according to and in accordance withy and tends to be used in formal 
contexts. The reason why not according to but in accordance to is 
formed is that 抓み叹 ¢0 has a structure 卜 in] [according to 〜]
and that it fails to convey the meanings of in accordance to (Table 4). 
Pragmatically, in accordance to is used to add external evidence to sup
port a statement or an opinion that a speaker would like to convey 
such as laws, rules and research. In accordance to follows a noun (phrase), 
the same as according to and in accordance with) thus, it is safe to men
tion that in accordance to is a newly observed group preposition from a 
qualitative perspective.

/.2. According with—its quantitative and qualitative results
Compared with the frequency of in accordance toy a limited number 

of examples of according with, are observed in contemporary English. 
Please see (16).

(16) a. Most articles begin with debilitating phrases such as ‘as 
appropriate/ According with national legislation/ or even, cif 
appropriate.5 (COCA, 2004, ACAD) 

b. Humans are not automatons mechanically doing what God 
wills, but ‘partners in God’s goodwill and work’（43: 253)， 
exercising free wih m cooperation with God. Christ is work-
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ing in us, but 4we are by grace according with him5 (54: 286). 
(COCA, 1992, ACAD)

c. What we have then, is a clear notion of a 'basic biological 
mandate’ that presses on, and so must be firmly controlled 
by the cultural and social matrix. Such an approach has the 
merits of appearing commonsensical, according with our own 
intimate experiences. (BNC, 1992, WR)

d. A very common (but perhaps naive) view on regulation is 
the public interest theory. Here the government responds to 
market imperfections in proportions according with the 
extent of imperfection. (BNC, 1988, WR)

e. At times, an alter personality may speak in a foreign lan
guage or with a pronounced accent according with the lan
guage spoken in its former life. (WB, 1990, WR)

The examples in (16) show that according with is used to mean ‘in 
agreement with’. The observation of the subsequent elements of 
according with leads us to assert that according with follows a wide 
range of subsequent elements, which differ from according toy in accor
dance with, and in accordance to. Additionally, according with is not 
always used in specific contexts, for example, political, financial and 
academic. Same as according to, in accordance with and in accordance 
to, according with follows a noun (phrase); thus, according with is a 
group preposition. Pragmatically, according with is used in any context 
to add external evidence to support a statement or an opinion that a 
speaker would like to give.

Historically, the use of according with started in the 1810s. This 
phrase has not been actively used since based on its low frequency.

7.3. Informants, elicitations
I asked native speakers of English (two American, two English, one 

Australian and one Canadian) to assess the acceptability of sentences 
including k 沉corぬwa to and aworゴzVzぎ似."z in (17) and to read (1フ) 
to investigate if the results reported in the previous sections are valid.
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(17) a. This delay, in accordance to Mr Mckay, probably violated 
federal law.

b. It^ the same in every block, in accordance to Cliff, the care
taker.

c. Eubank has no special game plan tonight and says: Til play 
it by ear and in accordance to Thornton’s fighting spirit. 
You may say he has an intimidating record.

d. TOMALIN: From the London BBC World Report. This is 
Caroline Tomalin. This week: Is Somalia on the verge of 
collapse?
SIG. TUNE BARRE: We thought that the country was 
under corruption, bribery, nepotism, and tribalism, and in 
accordance to our minds, this would handicap the progress 
and development of the country.

e. COREN: Yes, that's right. Air Asia confirming today that 
they will pay each family 100,000 U.S. dollars. This is in 
accordance to Indonesian regulations. Now, they initially 
were offering the families 24,000 U.S. dollars just to help 
them through this period.

f. In accordance to Carver and Scheier’s (1988) framework, it 
was hypothesised that goal-performance discrepancies will 
be a stronger predictor of negative ST.

g. Most articles begin with debilitating phrases such as 'as 
appropriate’，‘according with national legislation’，or even, ‘if 
appropriate’.

h. Humans are not automatons mechanically doing what God 
wills, but ‘partners in God’s goodwill and work’（43: 253)， 
exercising free will in cooperation with God. Christ is work
ing in us, but ‘we are by grace according with him’ (54: 
286).

i. What we have then is a clear notion of a ‘basic biological 
mandate’ that presses on, and so must be firmly controlled 
by the cultural and social matrix. Such an approach has the 
merits of appearing common sensical, according with our
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.

own intimate experiences.
j. A very common (but perhaps naive) view on regulation is 

the public interest theory. Here the government responds to 
market imperfections in proportions according with the 
extent of imperfection.

k. At times, an alter personality may speak in a foreign lan
guage or with a pronounced accent according with the lan
guage spoken in its former life.

As for in accordance to in (17a,b), all informants did not accept the 
syntactic pattern [zVz to + somebody]. With regard to (1フc，d，e，f)，
four informants said that in accordance to was acceptable, two said that 
it was not acceptable and one informant changed in accordance to into 

广o and どe 沈“み• In the case of •切"み in (17g，
h, i, j, k), one informant said that according with should be replaced 
with according to. Five informants responded that according with 
sounded unnatural, but it was semantically same as according to, and 
two informants asked if according with was a new expression. All infor
mants pronounced in accordance to and according with] thus, (6c) is 
applicable to this case.

Informants5 responses support the results of the study: (i) the syn
tactic pattern [in accordance to + somebody] is not acceptable, in 
accordance to and according with are acceptable and are established 
blending according to and in accordance with and ^m) in accordance to 
and according with have a stable stress pattern.

7.4. Different from existing group prepositions
This section shows the relationsnip between according to, in accor

dance with.y in accordance to and according with based on the results 
obtained from all previous sections. Please see at (18).
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(18) according to
+ (i) information sources 
+ (ii) laws, rules

in accordance with 
+ (ii) laws, rules 
+ (iii) a person’s will or spirit

blending blending
in accordance to + (i) information sources, (ii) laws, rules, (iii) a person's 
will or spirit
according with + various subsequent elements

(18) suggests that in accordance to is located as an intermediary 
between according to and in accordance with.

In accordance to and according with are formed by using type A in (3) 
(i.e. blending) and by combining existing phrases. In accordance to and 
according with are fixedly used in registers but not frequently used; 
thus, they fulfil the three conditions, (5b, c, d). Additionally, in accor
dance to and according with have their own meanings and functions 
and a stable stress pattern on the basis of all previous sections. Conse
quently, I assert that in accordance to and according with are on the 
way to becoming established PUs.

8. Implication of the study
This study concludes that in accordance to and according with are 

newly observed group prepositions formed by blending of two seman
tically similar existing group prepositions (i.e. according to and in 
accordance with) and that they have their own meanings and establish 
their own existences. Thus, newly observed PUs beyond the explana- 
tions of the literature are presented. If the phenomena are known, 
phraseological research can continue to advance even if seemingly 
incorrect word-combinations are observed and minutely examined.

9. Concluding remarks
This study elucidates three principal points based on the theory of 

lexical priming. First, according to and in accordance with are not inter
changeably used, which has not been widely acknowledged in the lit
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erature. Additionally, newly observed group prepositions in accordance 
to and according with are established by blending according to and in 
accordance with and are used in formal English. Second, the linguistic 
phenomenon discussed in the study is due to the notion of linguistic 
economy, namely, least effort is effective in the case of in accordance to 
and according with. Finally, the research outcome reveals that linguis
tic theories and rules had only accounted for a small part of English 
usage, and most of this evidence featured many uses beyond normative 
theories and rules. From a phraseological perspective, I assert that 
newly observed group prepositions formed by semantically similar 
group prepositions will become ubiquitous regardless of their low fre
quencies. A pivotal mission for phraseological research on contempo
rary English is to keep up with up the latest linguistic phenomena and 
to authentically describe their attributes for users of the language.
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NOTES

1) Word-formation rules are as follows: compounding, derivation, borrowing, conver
sion, acronym, backformation, shortening, blending, lexicalisation of phrases, meta
analysis and root creation.

2) Leech (1980) and Macleod (1985) explain the existence of according to me and its 
function. According to me appears 30 times in COCA.
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